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§ 1. Introduction 
Recently, Paul J.Cohen has shown ! that Cantor's continuum 
hypothesis 2 B0 = ~ 1 is independent of the axioms of GSdel- 
Bernays et theory, hlcluding the axioms of choice and founda- 
tion z ; a fo r t io r i ,  the generalized continuum hypothesis (~.)[ 2 sa = 
Na+l ] is also independent of these axioms. We wish to consider 
the ways in which the generalized continuum hypothesis can be 
violated, i.e., to determine the forms of the function G defined by 
fa)[2 ~a = b~c,a] which are allowed by the axioms of Z , .  
Let M be a model of £ , .  An extens ion  N of M will be a model 
* The results in this paper were obtained whae the author was a National Science 
Foundation fellow ( 1963-64). 
I The Independence of the Axiom of Choice, mimeographed, Stanford University, 1963; 
The Independence of the Continuum Hypothesis, Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. USA 50 (1963) 
1143-1148, and 5 t (1964) 105-I 10. (Cohen gives t~,~ proof for Zermelo-Fraenkel set 
theory, rathex than for GSdel-Bernays set theory.) 
2 The system of set theory considered here will be tl'.at of K.G6del, The Consistency of 
the Continuum Hypothesis (Princeton University Press, Princeton. 1940). The system 
consisting of the axioms of groups A, B, C, and D will be calleti "E";  by "E , " ,  we will 
mean the system obtained by adding axiom E, the class form of the axiom of choice, 
to £. 
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of Z ,  in which M is embedded as a complete submodel t whose 
ordinal numbers are precisely those of N. We will say that cardinals 
are absolute in the extension if the cardinals of N are precisely 
those of M. 
We choose a particular countable model M of ~ ,  in which the 
generalized continuum hypothesis holds. Let G be a function 2 
in M which takes ordinals into ordinals; we consider conditions for 
the existence of an extension N of M in which cardinals are abso- 
lute and (~)[:!~c~ = ~a'~].  
K'onig's theorem 3 implies that for any cardinal b~ a, 2 ~a is of 
cofinality greater than 8 a, i.e., 2 ~a is not the sum of ~cz smaller 
cardina!~, Since a pair of cardinals cofinal in M are also cofinal in 
any extension in which cardinals are absolute, ~G'~ must be of co- 
finality greater than b~o~ for each cx. 
A second requirement on the function G is given by the obser- 
vation that j f~ _< (3, then 2 ~o~ _< 28a; clearly, we must have G'~x _< 
G'~ if a <_ ~, The theorem below states that for regular cardinals, 
the function G can be chosen arbitrarily subject only to these two 
conditions. In t.he models we obtain, power sets of singular car- 
dinals have the smallest cardinality allowed by Kbnig's theorem; 
whether or not there is more flexibility in the choice of power sets 
for singular cardinals remains an open question. 
Theorem 1, Let M be a countable model crY., ,  and let G be a 
function in M such that: 
(i) a <_ (3 implies G'a <_ G'/3; 
(ii) S G'a is not co final with any cardinal ess than or equal t6 ~a. 
I i.e,, the sets of M form a class in N; furthermore, the e-relation of M is the same as that 
of N, a~ld the e!ement.s of sets ofM ar~. again sets of M. See J.C.Sheperdson, Inner 
Mo0els fgf Set Theory - par~ I, J. Symbolic Logic 16 (1951) 161-190. 
: Definfd ~by a C/~SS 0fJ~. 
Let A - { tJf  {brJ-- T} be of cardinals s ch that each r, < bt. 
Then ~" .af ~ ~ bt. See A.Fxaenkel, Abstract Set Theory (North-Ho~and, Amster- 
t~T f~7 
dam, !96 l) pp, 98-!00. 
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Then ,~here is an extension NofM in which cardinals are absolute 
and 2 ~ = ~ a'a for regular cardinals ~a. 
We have chosen to state our results as a theorem:: on extension 
of models. If the function G can be described by aa appropriate 
axiom (e.g., G'a = ~a + 1 ), the theorem could be recast as an asser- 
tion about the relative consi:~tency of two axiom systems. The 
proof given here is formalizable in first-order arithmetic; using the 
procedure outlined by Cohen J, it could presumably be given in 
recursive arithmetic. The problem of which cardinals and ordinals 
can'be defined "by an appropriate axiom" is, however, still open 
to study 2 
We will briefly describe Cohen's construction and the manner in 
which we will modify it. Suppose that we wish to add a new subset 
of ~0 to our :model M. We consider the properties of such a set a 
which can be described by sets of the model M. It is clear that the 
intersection of a with a finite set of integers can be so described; 
Cohen's idea is to deterrai~e the new set in such a way that the 
only properties of the set a given by sets of M are its intersections 
with finite sets. To determine such a set a, Cohen introduces the 
sets of the new model a~ a transfinite ramified hierarchy depend- 
ing, of course, on a. He then introduces by transfinite induction 
the notion of a statement about the new model being "forced" by 
a "set of conditions" - i.e., by a set of M describing the intersec-" 
tion of a with a finite set of integers. Finally, the set a is deter- 
mined by an increasing sequence of sets of conditions uch that 
every statement about the new model or its negation is eventually 
forced. 
t The Independence of the Continuum Hypothesis II, Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci, USA 51 
(1964) 105-110. 
2 One attempt in this direchon is given by A.Hajnal in On a consistency theorem con- 
nected with the generalized continuum problem, Acta Math~ Acad. S~i;.H.ungafieae 12
(1961) 321-376. The concept of an "ordinal number absolutely det'mabl¢ intho weak 
sense" is described there; an appropriate extension should yield a suffieienI condition 
for a function G to be defined "by an appropriate axiom". 
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In the model constructed below, "generic" subsets of certain 
cardinal numbers are constructed by the method of forcing. The 
model so constructed is made to have the desired properties by 
allowing more complicated properties of the new set~ - such as 
their intersections with countable sots of the model M - to be ex- 
pressable by sets of the model M. The notion of forcing is still 
defined in such a way that only properties of a certain kind - 
namely, those described by "sets of conditions" - can be de- 
scribed by sets of the model M; as in the Cohen argument, he 
apparent circularity of this idea is removed by the use of a rami- 
fied hierarchy. Thus, in the construction below, the definition of 
forcing is essentially the same as in Cohen's paper (except as re- 
quired by the fact the t we introduce a proper cla ~ ~: of generic ~ets), 
while a somewhat complicated notion of "set of conditions" is
used to ensure that the extension has the desired properties. 
Sections 2 through 5 will be devoted to the proof of theorem 1. 
The model N is constructed by a procedure similar to that of 
GSdel's consistency proof ~ ; in section 2, we introduce a language 
L to descr.;be the construction procedure. In section 3, we give tile 
forcing construction i detail; in section 4, we prove that the 
resulting model is indeed a model of Z. .  Tile proofs in these two 
sections follow the proofs in Cohen's paper, except for modifica- 
tions to allow nomstandard models and to allow a proper class of 
"generic" sets. 
In section 5, we present he proof that cardinals are absolute in 
the extension from M to N. Ideas due to Cohen and Solovay are 
used here. Solovay has shown z that one can introduce "generic?' 
subsets of any regular cardinal ~t~ in such a way that no subsets of 
smaller cardinals are introduced. The method is to allow sets of 
I K.G6del, Consistency-Proof f r the Generalized Continuum Hypothesis, Proc. Nat. 
Acad. Sci. USA 25 (1939) 220-224; K.G6del, The Consistency of the Continuum 
Hypothesis (Princeton, 1940). We will refer to the l=tter as the "G6del monograph". 
2 Independence r sults in the theory of cardinals (abstract), Notices Amer. Math. Soc. 
10 (1963) 595. 
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condilions to be of any cardinality less than ~a and then to show 
that sabsets of smaller cardinals have already been determined at 
some finite stage in the forcing construction. We use a similar idea 
to show that subsets of ~ can be constructed from the "generic" 
subsets of cardinals <_ ~a. 
We list the axioms of ~ ,  below. Rather than giving the axioms 
in symbolic form, we give their intuitive content in English. The 
reader is referred to the Gbdel monograph for a precise st~ttement 
of the system. The primitive notions of the system are: cl~t~s, set, 
and the membership relation e. The axioms are divided into five 
groups, A, By C, D and E. 
Group A 
1. Every set is a class. 
2. Members of classes are sets. 
3. Axiom of extensionality: two classes are equal if they have the 
same members. 
4. Axion of pairing: if x and y are ,~ets, there is a set which con- 
tzdns x and y as its sole members. 
Group B 
Group B consists of eight axioms which are sufficient o prove 
that any collect:ion of sets defined in terms of other cla~ses by a 
formula involving no bound class variables is a class. 
Group C 
1. Axiom of infinity: there is a non-empty set with the property 
that each of its elements i a proper subset of another element. 
2. Axiom of union: the sum-class of a set is a set. 
3. Axiom of power-set: for any set x, there is a set whose elements 
are precisely the subsets of x. 
4. Axiom of replacement: the image of a set under a function is a 
set. 
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Axiom D 
Axiom of foundation: every non-void class A contains a set x 
such that A and x are disjoint. 
Axiom E 
Axiom of choice: there is a function which assigns to each non- 
empty set x an element of x. 
The reader is referred to the GSdel monograph for any termi- 
nology not defined here. By a function, we mean a class A of 
ordered pairs <xy) such that ifA contains (xy> and (xly),  then 
x = x I . We adopt GiSdel's definition of cardinal and ordinal num- 
bers, whereby an ordinal is the set of all smaller ordinals and a 
cardinal is the smallest ordinal of a given cardinality 
We would like to thank Professor Alonzo Church and Dr. Robert 
Solovay for their kind assistance and encouragement during the 
preparation of this paper. 
§ 2. A ramified language 
Let M be a fixed countable model of Y., in which the general- 
ized continuum hypothesis holds, and let G be a function satisfy- 
ing the hypothesis of theorem 1. We will use a construction proce- 
dure similar to that of Gbdel's consistency proof to obtain a model 
N containing subsets aa of regular cardinals ~a which are not al- rl 
ready in the model M. Cohen's method of forcing is used to con- 
struct "generic" sets a a such that the resulting model is indeed a 
model of ~ , .  
The elements of the model N will be constructed in a ramified 
I In the GSdel monograph, an ordinal number is an ordinal which is a set, and not a 
proper class. We will frequently use the term "ordinal" when we moan "ordinal num- 
ber". A similar emark applios to "cardinal" and "cardinal number". 
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hierarchy, with a level for each ordinal o fM ~ ; at level a, we intro- 
duce as sets all collections of sets of lower level definable in terms 
of the e-relation and the relation A giv,,~n by 
0t 
A ( ~l , a rl ) -z "Yea  n . 
We introduce a ~anguage L whizh wi 11 be used to describe the 
ramified hierarchy ":. L will be a many-sorted predicate calculus 
with functional constants e and A. There will be ranked var iables 
o ia for each ordinal a arid,, each integer i of M and there will be 
[unranked]  variables v i for each integer i of M 3. We will use the 
letters xa, ya,  ..., to stand for ranked variables and the lette~rs 
x, y .... , to stand for anranked wLriables. In addition, there will be 
constants  S_, T_., ..., corresponding to classes S, T, ..., of the model 
M. l f s  is a set of rank fl, we will say that_s is a set  constant  of 
rank/3. 
Definition 1. We give an inductive d~:finition of ranked formula 
and of abstraction term. The definition is to be given in the model 
M 4 
I The construction i Cohen's paper follows the procedure of the G~del monograph, 
where the sets of the new model are defined by transfinite induction so that one set is 
introduced for each ordinal number. The idea of using a ramified hieraxchy, as GSdel 
did in his original proof, is found in the mimeographed papers of Feferman and L~vy. 
Feferman credits the idea to Dana Scott. 
2 The language L is similar to the language./~* of L~vy's mimeographed notes. We have 
added conditions on the form of the formula q~(x ~) which may be used to form an 
abstraction term ~a~(x a) to conespond more closely to the idea of a ramified hier- 
archy and to siraplify some of our proofs. 
3 Note ",hat ff the integers of the model are not well-ordered, we have variables v~ even 
for "non-standard" integers l'. 
4 We intend that, if the integer~ of M are not well-ordered, then ranked "formulas" of 
0~ 0~ 0~ . . . .  
the form...l(:lx )(:ix2).... (:ix. [" )qs. are to be allowed,, even for non-standard integers t 
The posstbihty of using this techmque to avmd the assumption that M is a well-founded 
model was pointed out by R.Solovay. Alternatively, the use of ranked formulas could 
be completely avoided by using a construction procedure similar to that of the GSdel 
mc~;~ograph and defining forcing only for elementary statements F a ~ F8 and F a d F/3. 
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1 o If u, o, and w, are abstraction terms, set constants or ranked 
variables, then A (u, o, w) and u e o are ranked formulas; 
2 ° l f ,b  and ~ are ranked formulas, then-.- ~, • v ~,  and (:ixa)Cb 
are ranked formulas; 
3 ° If q~ is a ranked formula containing no free variables other than 
x c~, no occurrences of ( 3ya)qJ with/3 > a, and no occurrences 
of abstraction terms fia~I, or set constants of rank/3 with/3 _> or, 
then go~ is an abstraction term. 
We will refer to abstraction terms and to set constants as con- 
stant terms. In the intended interpretation of L, the constant 
terms will play the role of individual constants; each set of the 
model to be constructed will be denoted by such a term. 
Definition 2. The rank of a variable, abstraction term, or set con- 
stant is given by: 
(i) p(x ~) = ~; 
(ii) p(gaq~) = o~; 
(iii) t:~) is the rank of the set s. 
Definition 3. We now define [unranked] formulas of the language 
L. The definition is to take place in the metalanguage rather than 
inM ~ 
1 o If u, 0, and w are variables or constant erms, then u e v and 
A(u, v, w) are formula.,,. Furthermore, if_S is any constant, then 
u e S is a formula. 
2 ~ If • and • are formulas, then "-" q~, • v ~,  ( 3x)q', and ( 3xa)~ 
are formulas. 
Lemma 1. There is an assignment of  sets of  M to ranked formulas 
of  L such that the collection of sets assigned to ranked formulas is 
I So that the length of a formula will be finite in the "usual" sense. Recail t ta t  this was 
not necessarily the ca~ for ranked formulas. 
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a class o f  the model M and the usual syntactical operations (form- 
ing negations~ substitution, etc.) are represented by functions o f  M. 
Proof. We detine a set 'u' corresponding to each term u and a set 
"~"  corresponding to each ranked formula ~: 
'_s' = (0, s) 
'v~' = (1, i, ct) 
,~c~a., ,,¢,,) 
o i .e = (2, i, ol, 
".t(u,  v, w)" = (3, 'u', 'v', 'w'> 
",~ e v" = (4, 'u', 'v') 
"~ ~"  = (5,  "~")  
'"¢P v ~"  = {6, "~" ,  "~")  
"( 3v~)¢"  = (7, i, a, "¢b"> • 
It should be clear that the required classes and functions are 
definable in M by transfinite induction. We do not carry out the 
procedure in detail, since it is quite similar to well-known metl, ods 
for arithmetization of syntax. 
Propositional connectives other than ~ and v, as well as the uni- 
versal quantifier, are to be introduced by definition. We adopt the 
following definitions: 
¢ & q'-~ ~ [~ ¢ .v. ~ ~I'1 
~ D ~I,-* ~ cI, .v. ~I, 
(x a )~ --, ~ ( 3 x a ) ~ 
(x),!, --, ~ (3x)" -  ¢ .  
The equality relation is introduced (for unranked formulas) by 
the fo?lowing definition: 
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u = o -* (x )  I x  e u .= .  x e o ]  . 
In addition, we introduce the expression u -~ v, where u and v are 
constant erms, by 
u ~ o -* (x~) [x~ e u . - .  x~ e v] , 
where 3' = max [ p(u), p(o)] .  We will show later that u g v holds if 
and only if u = o holds in the model to be defined. 
We will frequently make use of various notations defined in the 
Gbdel monograph. In particular, if we write an unranked formula 
containing normal notations, tJperations, and variables, these are 
to be eliminated by the procedure described on pp. 9-13 of the 
Gbdel monograph. Thus, it will be meaningful to speak of formu- 
las • (~xy)) of L. We note that constants_S, where S is a proper 
class of M, occur in formulas of L only in the context u e S; clear- 
ly, they could be intrcduced by definition in other contexts, if 
desired. 
We will make one additional convention. If we refer to a for- 
mula • (x 1 , .o., x], y~,  o.., y~), we intend that the formula in 
question is to have no free variables other than those displayed. 
§ 3. The forcing argument 
In this section, we apply Cohen's method of forcing to construct 
"generic" subsets ana of regular cardinals ~,~ which can be added to 
our model M tO form a new model of 2;,. The method is to allow 
0/ ¢ '  " the sets a., to be partially described in the original model; we 
must be able to say enough about them in M to prove the axioms 
of replacement and power-set, but not so much that they are al- 
ready sets of M. 
The partial descriptions of the sets a~ are to be given by "sets of 
conditions". These will be certain sets e fM which encode the fact 
that certain ordinals are or not elements of the a~'s. 
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Definition 4. A set of conditions is a set q of the model M of 
quadruples (0"yar/) and (l~,t~rp with the following properties: 
(i) q = 19 qa, where Reg is the class of ordinals a such that 
Ole Reg 
S a is regular, and 
(ii) qa is a set of quadruples q'tar/), i < 2, "t < ~a, and ~ < ~ 6'a. 
(iii) For regular ~a, LI q0 is of cardinality < ~a- 
O<_.a 
(iv) For no 7, c~, ~md r/, does q contain both (0~,ar/> and ( 13,at/}. 
It is clear that the collection of all sets of conditions forms a 
proper class in the model M. Thus, we make the fo2 awing defini- 
tion: 
Definition 5. Sc is the class of all sets of conditions. 
Definition 6. p' is an extension of a set of conditions p if p' is a set 
of conditions and p c_ p'. 
We will give a definition of the relation p tl- cb, "p forces ~",  
between sets of conditions p and statements • of L. The definition 
is given in two parts: first by transfinite induction in M for ranked 
statements ~, then by a simple induction in the metalanguage on 
the length of statements for unranked statements ~. For the first 
part of the definition, we will assign an ordinal ord(~) to each 
ranked statement cl, and an ordinal rank(p) to each set of condi- 
tions p. The definition will then proceed by transfinite induction 
on max {ord(~), rank(p)} + ord(CI,). 
Definition 7. For a ranked stazement ~, we set'. 
ord(~) = o~ 2. a + tz- t + l ,  
where t~ is the least ordinal such that cb contains no variable of rank 
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> a and no constant  term of rank _> a; t = 0 if ~ • contains no sub- 
formula of  the form o e u, where o is a constant erm of rank a, 
and no subformula A(u, v, w) other  than inside an abstract ion 
term; otherwise, t = 1 ; l is the length of the formula ~.  (u e o and 
A(u, o, w) have length 1.) 
Def in i t ion 8. The rank of a set of  condit ions p, rank(p)  is the su- 
premum of the ranks of  its elements,  where (iTar/) is said to have 
rank max(3', a,  rD. 
Def in i t ion 9. p IF-- • is def ined (for ranked cI,) in terms of p' It-- ~ ,  
o rd(~)  < ord(~)  and rank(p ' )  <_ max {ord(~),  rank(p)} ,  as fol- 
lows: 
1 ° p IF-- --- ~ if there is no set of  condit ions p' ,  rank(p ' )  ~ ord (~),  
such that p' is compatib le with p and p' IF-- ~.  (Sets of condi- 
t ions p and p' are said to be compatible if their union p u p'  is 
a set of  condit ions.)  
'2 ° p IV 
3 ° p IV 
p(u) 
4 ° p IV 
5 ° p II-- 
P 
6 ° p 
3' 
P 
7 ° p 
v ,It if e ither p IF-- ~ or p IF- ~ (or both).  
(3xa)Cb(x ~) i fp  IF-- cI,(u) for some constant  erm u, 
u e s_ if p IV u g _t for some t e s. 
u e $a¢b(x a) i f  for some constant  erm u', p(u')  < a, 
It- u ~ u', and p IF- cI,(u'). 
IF-- A(u,  o, w) if there exist ordinals 7, a, and 77, such that 
<_ o(u), ~ <_ p(o), n <- o(w), p It-- u ~ %, p I~- v "" ~_, 
IV w ~ r/, and p contains (03,a~1>: 
It- ~ only as required by i ° -6  ° above. 
In connect ion with the above definit ion, we recall that  the ex- 
pression u g o was def ined above as follows: 
1 The case t = 0 corresponds toa formula of type ~ in Cohen, The Independence of the 
Continuum Hypothesis, Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. USA 50 (1963) 1143-1148. This flight 
perturbation of the ordering causes no trouble, but permits a simpler 6etrmition of the 
equality relation. 
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u ~ v -~ (x* ) [x  ~ e u . -=. x ~ e v]  , 
where "r = max {p(u), #(o)}. Thus, in the definition of ord(u ~ o), 
t=0.  
Clause 1 ° of the above definition is the formal equivalent of the 
assertion that no properties of the generic sets are to be expressed 
by sets of M other than those expressed by sets of conditions. The 
other clauses correspond to the definition of validity and to the 
intended meaning of the predicate A. 
Definition 10. p IV ~b is defined for unranked • by induction on 
the length of the statement ~. 
1 ° p IV u e o, p IV A(u, o, w) if so required by definition 9. 
2 °p lVueS i f fo rsometeS ,  p lVu: t .  
3 ° p IV -~ q~ if there is no extension p' of p ,~uch that p' qF-- 4.  
4 ° p iV ¢ v # if p I~ q~ or p IV g, (or both). 
5 ° p IV ( 3xa)Cb(x ~) if, for some constant erm u, p It- q~(u). 
6 ° p tt- q) only as required by 1° -5  ° above. 
~mma 2. There is a class in the model M whose elements are the 
pairs (p, "~")  such that cb is a ranked statement and p IV d~. 
Proof. We use the metatheorem on definition by transfinite induc- 
tion t to define a function Fc such that Fc'a is the set of pairs 
(p, "q~"> such that p I~- cI, and max {rank(p), ord(q,)} + ord (4) _< 
_< a. The desired class is then the union of the range of Fc. Defini- 
tion 9 above yields a definition of Fc'ct in terms of the restriction 
of Fc to ordinals less than a by a normai~ propositional function; 
the metatheorem then gives the functior~ Fc. 
Using len,ma 2, we prove the following result, which is essential 
to tile forcing argument. It is the justif ication for using definit ion 
I G6dcl monograph~ theorem 7.5. 
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by transfinite induction to define classes of M in terms of the 
forcing relation for a given unranked formula ¢P(x : ,  ..., x n ). 
Lemma 3. Let  ag(x:, ..., x n ) be an unranked fo rmula  o f  L. There  is 
a class o f  the mode l  M whose  e lements  are the  (n + 1 ) - tup les  
(p, 'u 1 , u n such  t,~at p It-- ~(Ul ,  u n).  
Proof. By induction on the T:ength of the formula ~. 
Case 1. ~P(x : ,  .... x n ) is al~ atomic formula. Then either 
~P(u 1 , ..., u n ) is a ranked formula, and the result follows from the 
preceding lemma, or it is of the form v e S, and p I~ o e _~.:: 
(3x) [x  e S .&. p It-- v ~ x] .  
Case 2. ¢b(x 1 , ..., x n ) is xP(x I , ..., x n ) v T (x : ,  ..., x n ). Let the 
classes C and D satisfy the lemma for xP(x 1 , ..., x n ) and 
T(x 1, --., Xn ), respectively. Then C t.) D is the required class for 
• (x : ,  ..., x n ). 
Case 3. (b(Xl, ..., x n ) is ( 3 y ) ~(y  , x I , ..., x n ). If C satisfies the 
lemma for ~I'(x o, x I , ..., x n ), ,:hen {{yz>l (3x) [ (yxz> e C] } is the 
required class. 
Case .4. ~(x 1 , ..., x n ) is ( ".] yot ) Xp(ya ,  X l ' ..., Xn ). Similar to 
case 3. 
Case 5. ¢b(x: ,  ..., x n ) is "-" ~(x  1 , ..., Yn )" If C satisfies the lemma 
for ~I'(Xl, ..., x n)  and Ct = ( 'u ' lu  is a constaat erm), rhea 
{ (yz) l  y e Sc  .& .  z e Ct  n .& .  .- (3  v ) [y  c_w .& .  
<wz) e C] } 
is the required class. 
The "usual" definition of p It-- ~ @ for both ranked and un- 
ranked statements i  that no extension of p forces ~. Since the sets 
of conditions constitute a proper class in M, we have given a slightly 
different definitio:~ in order to use the metatheorem on definition 
by transfinite induction. We now prove (lemma 5) that, in fact, 
p It- ~ ~ if and only i f  r~o extension of p forces @. We prove a pre- 
l iminary result, since it will be needed later. 
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I.emma 4. I f  ~b is a ranked formula and p [1- ~, then p' I1- ~b for 
any extension p' o f  p. 
Proof. The proof is by transfinite induction on ord(~). Assume 
that the lemm~, has been proved for formulas • such that 
ord (~) < ord (~). 
Case 1. • is ~ ~. If p' does not force ~, then there is a set of 
conditions p", rank(p") <_ ord(~), such that p" is compatible with 
p' and p" I1- ~. But then, p" is compatible with p, so p does not 
force ~. 
Case 2. • is ~ v T. If p I1- ~, thea either p I1- ~ or p I1- T. By 
the induction hypothesis, the latter ~mplies that either p' 11- • or 
p' 11- T, hence p' I1- ~. 
Case 3. • is (:lxa)~(x°~), u e v, or A(u, u, w). Similar to case 2. 
Lemma 5. p I1- ~ ~ ~=~ no extension p' of  p forces ~. 
Proof. It suffices to show that i fp  ;~- ~., then some subset p' of p, 
rank(if)  <_ ord(~), also forces ~. This is proved by transfinite in- 
duction oi1 ord(cb). 
Case 1. • is ~ @. Let p' be the set of members of p of rank 
_< oral(if'), l fp"  is of rank _< ord(~)and p" is compatible with p', 
then p" is a!so compatible with p. It follows that p 11- ~ implies 
p' I1-~. 
Case 2. • is ~ v T. If p IV ~, then either p iV ~ or p II- T. 
Hence, by the induction hypothesis~ p I1- cD implies that for some 
subset p' ofp of rank _< ord(~), either p' f1- xIt or p' I1- T. This, ia 
turn, implies that p' I1- ~. 
Case 3. cb is (3 x t~) ~(x a) or u e u. Similar to case 2. 
Case 4. • is A(u, v, w). Assume that p I1- A(u, o, w). Then there 
are ordinals ~t, t~, and 7, less than ord(~) such that p contains 
((b/at/) and p forces u ~ 3f, ~J ~ ~, and w ~ ~_. By the induction 
hypothesis, there are subsets of p of rank less than ord (~) which 
force u = "r, o = ~_, and w = 2, respectively. By lemma 4, the union 
of these three subsets and {(03,a~)} also forces ~. 
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Following Cohen, we prove the three basic properties of the 
forcing relation. The first two are immed~,ate consequences of the 
definition of p !t-- -~ ~ and lemma 5. 
Lemma 6. No set of  conditions forces both a statement dp and its 
negation-~ cb. 
Lemma 7. Let p be a set of  conditions and let ¢b be a statement of  
L. Then there is an extension p' of  p such that either p' I~ ~b or 
p' I~-~ dp. 
Lemma 8. Let p i~- dp and let p' be an extension of  p. Then p' IF-- dp. 
Proof. The proof for ranked statements ap has already been given 
in lemma 4 above. The proof  for unranked statements proceeds by 
induction on the length of the statement ~. 
Case _1. ~b is an atomic fo1~ula. Then either • is a ranked for- 
mula, and lemma 4 applies, or • is of the form u e S, and the proof 
follows as in case 1 of lemma 3. 
Case 2. cb is -~ ~P. Since any extension of p' is a fortiori an ex- 
tension of p, p 1~ • implies p' II-- ~, as required. 
Case 3. ~b is (3x~)~I'(xa), (3x)qt(x),  or ~P v T. Similar to case 
2 in the proof of lemma 4. 
The forcir~g relation, as defined above, has one rather trouble- 
some property. Namely, it is not "deductively closed" ~. We intro- 
duce a notion of weak forcing, due to Feferman and others, which 
does not have this drawback. The inl:ention is that p will weakly 
force • if • is true in all models obtained from complete sequences 
of sets of conditions which contain p as a term. 
Definition 11. p D-* @, p weakly forces dp, if p IF- ~ ~ ~. 
I For example, the void ~t  of conditions does not force A(O, O, O) v "~A(O, O, 0_). 
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The following properties of the weak forcing relation can be 
verified by direct computation. (Recall that • & 'Is, ~ = xp, (x)~,  
u ~ v, etc., are of the form "-- T.) 
Lemma 9. The weak forcing relation has the following properties: 








p 1½~=~p IF-*~. 
p ~-*...  cb c=, p l~- ~. cb. 
I f  ~b is o f  the fo rm ~: & T, ~I' --- T, (x)~I', (x a)xp, u % v, or 
u = o, then p l~ dp ¢=, p IF-* ~. 
p ~*  (x)di,(x) ¢=* p IF- ¢b(u)foral l  constant erms u. 
p 11-* (xa)~I,(x t~) ~ p II--* ~b(u)for all constant erms u o f  
rank less than a. 
p I~* dp - xp and p IF-* cb ~ p IF-* rp. 
p IF-* dp ==. ~p andp IF-* q~ ~ p IF-* ~.  
We have introduced two expressions, u ~ v and u = v, which will 
both repres,~nt the equality relation in the model to be constructed 
Before that model can be defined, we must prove that our two 
equality symbols have certa'a properties. 
Lemmal0 .  p l~u~vc~p IF-u =v.  
Proof. We proof only the implication in the forward direction; the 
converse is proved by a straightforward computation. The proof  is 
by transfinite induction on 3' = max {p(u), p(v) }. 
Ass~rae that p tt-- u -~ v. It suffices to show that there is no ex- 
tension p' o fp  such that either p' ~- w e u and p' IF- --~ w e v or 
else p' IF- w e v and p' IF- ~ w e u. We prove only tile former; the 
latter is proved similarly. 
Let p c__ p" and p' i~ w e u. Then, there is a term w', p(w' )  < 
p(u), such that p' ~- w ~ w' and p' IF- w' e u. Since p(w' )  < 3", 
p' ~*  w' e u by lemma 9. Let p" be an extension o fp '  such that 
p" IF- w' e o. We consider two cases. 
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Case 1. O(w') < O(o). Then p" IV- w e v by definition. 
Case ,Z O(w') >_ O(o). Then there is a term w", O(w") < O(v), 
such that p" IV- w' g w" and p" IV- w" e o. By the induction hy- 
pothesis, p" IV- w' = w". A ~tre.ightforward computation ow yields 
p" IV- w":- w", sop"  II-- we o. 
Lenama 11. For any set o f  condttior~s p, 
( i )  p IV- u = u .  
(]i) p Iv- u = v ¢=* p [~ - v = u. 
(~:~i) p IV- u = v and p I~- v= w~ p I~- u = w. 
Lemma 12. For any set o f  condit ions p, 
(i) p lv -uewandp IF -u=v=p I v -yew.  
(ii) p lv -weuandp l l -u=v~pfF -*wev .  
Proof. Proposition (i) follows immediately from the definition of 
forcing and lemma 10. Proposition (ii) follows by lemm:~ 9. 
Lemma 13. I fp  IV- u - a, then O(u) >_ ~. 
Proof. Let u be a term of smallest rank for which the lemma is 
false, and let p IV- u = _a, O(u) < a. Let fl be any o,'dinal less than ~. 
p IV- ~ e a_c_, hence p IV-* _~ e u. Thus, there is a set of conditions p' 
such that p' IV- t3 e u. But then, p' iv- v =_~ and p' Iv- v e u for some 
term v, 0(v) < O(u). By the choice o fu ,  O(v) ._> ft. Hence~ O(u)> fl 
for all fl < a, so O(u) >_ ~. 
Corollary 13 .1 . / fp  fv- A(u, v, w)andp t~ u -u ' ,  P li--v = v ' ,and  
p IV- w = w', then p Iv- A(u ' ,  v', w'). 
Proof. Lemma 13 shows that the restrictions 3, < p(u'), ~ _< p(~'). 
and r/<_ p(w')  in the definition o fp  tv- A(u' ,  u', w') are automati- 
cally satisfied. The proof then follows as in lemma 1 2. 
Definition 12, A sequence of sets of conditions p(0) c_ p(]) c ... 
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i:; said to be complete ~ if for every class C of sets of conditions 
such that every set of conditions has an extension in C, p(k) e C 
for some k. 
Lemma 14. Let p(0) c_c_ p(i) c_ ... be a ~'omplete sequence of  sets of  
conditions. Ihen every (ranked or unranked) statement or its nega- 
tion is eventaally forced by some p(k). 
Proof. Given @, the co!lection of set~ of condition,; such that 
either p It-- ~ or p I~ ,-- ~ is a class by lemmas 2 and 3. By lemma 
7, every set of conditions can be extended to a set of conditions 
in this class. 
Lemma 15. There exists a complete sequence of  sets of  conditions. 
Proof. Let C 0, C1, ..., be an enumeration of :all classes of sets of 
conditions. (There are countably many because M is a countable 
model.) Let p(0) be any set of conditions, and let p(n+l) e C n if 
such an extension o fp  (n) exists; otherwise, let p(n+l) = p(n). 
We now choose a complete sequence of sets of conditigns 
pt0) E_ pO) c ... and define a corresponding mendel N. 
Definition 13. [Definition of  the model N. ] 
(i) Let ~(x) be an unranked formula of L. The collection all con- 
stant terms o such that for some k, p(k) 1t-- ~(o) will be a class 
of the model N; we will denote this class by 2~(x).  
(ii) Sets of the model N will be classes of the form 2[x e u] ,  wbere 
u is a constant erm of L. 
(iii) The e-relation is defined as follows: 2~(x)  e 3~(y)  will hold 
t In Feferman's notes, such a sequence iscomplete if every statement (bor its negation 
"" ¢ is forced by some p(k). Lemma 14 states that a sequence complete in our sense is 
F also complete in eferman ssense. In many cases the two definitions are equivalent; 
on the other hand, our definition will simplify the later work. 
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if ~?OP(x) is the same as:~[x e u] for some constant erm u and 
p(k) IF- 9 (u )  for some k. 
(iv) The relation A(~OP(x), f i~(y) ,  ~T(z)) will hold if for some % 
a, and r/such that (03,ar/) is contained in some p(k), ~?OP(x) is 
yT[x e ~], p~(y)  i sp[y  e or], and ~T(z) is~[z ert] .  
tv) If iV is a constant erm or constant of L, then iV denotes the 
class :f[x e IV]. 
(vi) Individual variables x, y,  ... range over all sets of N; ranked 
variables of rank a range over sets of the form :f[x e u] where 
u is a constant erm of rank less than ,~. 
Definition 14. We will say that the ranked or unranked statement 
OP is eventually jbrced if for some k, p(k) IF- OP. 
Our next task is to pro~e the lemma that a statement is true in 
N if an only if it is eventually forced. It is precisely this fact wLich 
allows Cohen to reduce questions ;=bout he extension to questions 
which can be asked ,_'n the model M. By lemma 16, every statement 
or its negation is eventually forced. 
]_,emma 16. :fOp(x) is the same as f~P(y) i f  and only if  (x)[ op(x) - 
= ~(x)]  is eventually .forced. Hence, if  Uand iV are constants or 
constant terms, then U = iV (i.e., ~[x e U] and P[y e iV] are iden- 
tical) i f  and only i f  U = iV is eventually Jbrced (i.e., (x)[x e U .~-~. 
. - .  x e iV] is eventually forced). 
Proof. If:fop(x) and .9~(y) are identical, then OP(w) - ~,(w) is even- 
tually forced for every constant erm w. If r~o p(k) forces 
(x)[op(x) --- ~I,(x)], then some p(k? must force ( ]x )  --- lop(x) - 
• (x)], since p(0), p(1), ... is complete. But then, p(k) IV 
--- lop(w) - ~I,(w)] for some w; hence some p(J3 forces both 
[OP(w) = ~I,(w)] and "-" lop(w) - q,(w)], contrary to lemma 6. 
If p(k) It- (x)[op(x) = xP(x)], then p(k) IF- OP(w) ~ ~I,(w) for every 
constant erm w. Thus, i f j  _> k and p(J) II- OP(w), then p(J) IF-* xI,(w) 
so ~(w) is eventually forced. Thus, :fop(x) c_ .gxp(y); similarly, 
p~I,(y) c_ xop(x). 
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We will write ~?~(x) = f i~O')  to indicate that :f~(x) and p~(y)  
are identical. Furthermore, we will write W nstead of y~[x e W]. 
Lemma 17. An unranked statement • of L ,S true in the model N 
if and only if ~ is eventually forced. 
Proof. By induction on the length of the fermula ,~,. 
Case I. • is u e W° I fu  = ~[x e o], then u = v is eventually 
forced. Hence, by lemma 9, u e W is eventually forced if and only 
if o e W is eventually forced. (Note that if W is .~q~(x), then u e W 
is eventually forced if and only if qt(u) is eventually forced, by the 
definition of £q~(x).) 
Case 2. • is A(u, o, w). A(u, o, w) is eventually forced only if 
for some % o~, and r~, some p(~) contains ~O3,a'O) and u = % c = g_, 
and w = ~/are eventually forced. The result follows by the pre- 
ceding lemma. 
Case 3. • is -~ ~.  Since p(0), p(1), ... is corr.plete, ~ is eventually 
forced ¢=~ ~ is not eventually forced. Hence, 
:is true ~ if' 
Case 4. 
• is true *~ 
Case 5. ~b 
• is true *~* 
Case 6. ¢b 
is false 
~I, is not eventually forced 
is eventually forced. 
is ~ v T, Then, 
either qt or T is true 
either ~ or T is eventually forced 
,b is eventually forced. 
is (3x)~(x).  Then, 
for some u, ~(u)  is true 
for some u, qJ(u) is eventually forced 
(3x)'~(x) is eventually forced 
is eventually forced. 
is (3xa)'~(xa). Similar to case 5. 
Thus, we have characterized the true sentences in the model N 
in terms of the forcing relation. It is easy to see that the weak 
forcing relation has the intended property" 
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Lemma 18. I f  cb is an unranked statement of  L, then P It--* ~ i f  
and only if  ¢b & true in all models obtained by the above construc- 
tion from complete sequences of  sets o f  conditions in which p 
OCCURS. 
Proof. I fp  II--* ~, then "-. • cannot be eventually forced, so tb 
must be eventually forced. If p tloes not weakly force ~, then 
there is an extension p' o fp  which forces --. ~; hence, • is false in 
a model obtained from a complele sequence of sets of conditions 
in which both p and p' occur. 
Corollary 18.1. I f  d~ (x) is a ran ked form ula of  "standard" finite 
length, then u e gado(x a) ia true in N if  and only if  u = u' for some 
u' of  rank less than a and ~(u) is true in N. 
Before we go on to prove that the axioms of E .  holds in N, we 
show that the model M can be embedded in the model N as a com- 
plete submodel. This can be done even before the axioms have 
been proved to hold because we have provided constants for the 
classes of M. 
Lemma 19. The mapping ~ o f  M into N given by d/(S) = S_ is an iso- 
morphism with respect o the e-relation. 
Proof. We must show first that if p II-- s = t for sets s and t of M, 
then, in fact, s = t. The proof of lemma 13, with only minor modi- 
fications, can be used to prove that if p II-- w_ e t, then w e t. We 
now assume that the preliminary result is true for sets s' and t ~' of 
rank less than the max" ~,nu~n of the ranks of s and t, and prove ~t 
fors  and t. I fs  and t are not the same set, there is some set w 
which is contained in one and not the other. By lemma 1 1, we may 
assume thal w is an element of s but not of t. By the definition of 
forcing, p I~- w e s for any p. If p II-- _w e t, then for some w' e t, 
p II--- _w = w'. By the induction hypothesis, w = w', so w e t, con- 
trary to the assumption. Thus, w e t can never be forced; it is a 
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straightforward computation tc, show that s = t can never be forced 
either. 
We return to the proof :)f the •lemma. By the definition of 
forcing and the result above, p II-- t e S if and only if t e S. Hence, 
if S and T are distinct classes in M, _S and __T denote distinct classes 
in N. It is clear that t e _S is true: if and only if ~ e S is true in M. If 
T is a proper class, then there i.,; no u such that T = u and u e_S, for 
then T = t' for some t', which i:~ impossible. 
From now on, we will identify the model M with its isomorphic 
image in N. (It will follow from lemma 32 below that the mapFing 
~, takes proper classes into proper classes.) The model M is a com- 
plete inner model of N, i.e., if u e _S, ther. u = ! for some t e S, as 
can be seen by lemma 17 and the definition of forcing. 
§ 4. Proof of the axiom,," in the model 
We now prove that the model N constructed above is a model of 
G6del-Bernays set theory and the axiom of choice. As in Cohen's 
construction, the difficult axioms are the ar ioms of power set and 
replacement (C4 and C3). Indeed, if we had chosen to work with 
well-founded models, the other axioms wotdd have been " inher i ted" 
from the universe. 
Lemma 20. The axioms of  group A hold in the model N. 
Proof. A1. Sets are classes by definition. A2. By definition, 
Y~b(x) e p~(y)  holds only if ~O(x) is~[x e ,1] for some u, i.e., if 
2¢(x)  is a set. A3. The axiom of extension~ lity follows immedi- 
ately from the definition of the model N and lemma 17. A4. If u 
and u are abstract~v~l terms of rank at most % then .~+1 [x-t+l 
g" u .v. x'~ +1 g o] is the unordered pail" of  the sets u and u. 
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Axiom A4 justifies the introduction of ordered pairs in terms of 
un~r, iered pairs, (xy) = {{x } {xy } }. We recall that normal opera- 
tions, etc., are to be used as abbreviations in writing unranked for- 
mulas; an unranked formula so abbreviated is to be obtained as in 
the G6del monograph. 
Lemma 21. The axioms of  group B hold in the model N. 
Proof. Each of the axioms of group B is of the form 
(X I ) ... (Xk) (EY) (z ) l z  e Y . - .  ~(X1, ..., X k, z)], with k = 0, 1, 
or 2. For classes 2" 1 qq (x I ), -.., 2k ~k (xk), the required class Y is 
~(21  qs i (x 1 ), ..., 2k q~ (Xk), z) where ~(21 ff'l (xl) ,  .-., 
2k q~k (xk), z) is the unranked formula obtained by replacing each 
subformula u e X i of ~(X 1 , ..., X k , z) by ~i(u). 
Lemma 22. Axioms C1 and C2 hold in the model N. 
Proof. C1. The set ~ i s ,  set of the form required by the axiom of 
infinity. C2. For any constant erm u of rank % the generalized 
union of the set u is the set 2~+ 1(Ey7)[x~ + 1 e y'~. &. y r e u ]. 
Lemma 23. Axiom D (the axiom o f  foundation hoMs i~t the 
model N. 
Proof. Let ~,I,(x) be a non-empty class. We must show that for 
some u, ~(u) is true and (3x) [x  e u .&. cI,(x)] is false. Let p be 
any set of conditions which forces (3 x)~b(x). Let u be a term of 
least rank such that some extension o fp  forces ,l~(u), and let p' be 
such an extension. Then p' 1t-- ~(u); but, by the choice of u, no ex- 
tension of p' can force both ~(w) and w e u. Hence, 
p' It- --- (=lx)[x e u .&. ~(x)] .  S~nce any set of conditions can be 
extended in this way, some p(g) is obtained which forces th,: same. 
Hence, axiom D is true for the class ~?~(x). 
In the original Cohen construction, the proof of the axioms of 
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replacement and power set makes use of the fact that the sets of 
conditions form a set in the original modek We will verify these 
axioms by showing that certain questions about the model N can 
be reduced to consideration of a set of sets of conditions. 
Definition 15. We define classes 1" a and Aa as follows: 
(i) 1-'~ = u{2  X ~t~ X {/3} X ~6,t31/3 e Reg.&./3.<_ a } , 
(ii) A~=U{2X ~ X {/3} X ~G,al/3 e Reg.&. /3> t~} , 
where Reg is the class of ordinals/3 such that ~ is reg~alar. 
Thus, Ps consists of those quadruples <iTsr/> which can occur in 
sets of conditions and for which/3 _< a; and A s consists of such 
quadruples for which/3 > a. Any set of conditions can be written 
in the form p u q, where p C Pa and q ~ A s. In this case, p con- 
tains information about the a~'s with/3 <_ s and q contains infor- 
marion about the a~ n "s with/3 > s. 
We note that F s is a set of M. If ~a is a regular cardinal and 
p C Po~ is a set of conditions, then ~ < ~a. On the other hand, if 
q~C_ A s fo r / J<~sandq~Cq~ for/~<_~i, then O q~isagain 
a set of condition~. 
Definition 16. Sets of conditions p and q are said to be compatible 
if tt._eir union is again a set of conditions, i.e., if it is not th,:," case 
that one of them contains a quadruple < 03,at/> while the other con- 
tains < 13,sr~>. 
The next lemma is the major tool used to show that cardinals 
are absolute in the extension from M to N. We prove it at this 
point, since we will make use of it in the proofs of the remaining 
axioms '
i Axiom E must be used in the proof to select he sets qot- The use of axi(>;n E at this 
point seems to be essential to the proof of the replacement axiom in the model; if 
we did not insist that the relation A be represented by a class, the axiom of choic,~ for 
sets would suffice. 
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l .emma 24. Let 1¢ a be a regular cardinal o f  M, and let q be a set o f  
conditions, q c As,  and let ~ be a statement o f  L. Then there is an 
extension CIc_ A s o f  q and a set II o f  sets o f  conditions uch that: 
(i) 11 < ~s. 
(ii) p e 11 ~ either p u q I~- cb or p u Ft Ib- ~ cb. 
(iii) I f  p' is any set o f  conditions, there is some p e II compatible 
with p'. 
(iv) p e H~ p c__ Ps. 
Proof. We will construct sets Pu and qu for # < ~t~" ~s in ~a stages. 
Stage 0. Let P0 o q0 be any extension of q which forces either 
¢b or --, ~. We set Pu = P0 and qu = qo for/a < ~a. 
Stage # > 0. Let {p0 I ~s" # <- v < ~a" (/a + 1) } be the set of all 
sets of conditions p such that (i'y/3r/> e p only if either (07/3r/> e Px 
or (13'/377) e Px for some ;k < ~s '#.  (Since the generalized conti- 
nuum hypothesis holds in M, there are at most ~s such sets of con- 
ditions.) We define Pv u qv (Its" bt <_ v Ss" (/.t + 1 )) to be an exten- 
sion ° fP°  u (x<U ~, qx ) which forces either ~ or "" ~. 
Finally, we let F/be the union of the qu's and we let 11 be the set 
of all pu's for # < ~s" ~s. It is clear from the construction that 
F/c_ A s and that conditions (i), (ii), and (iv) are satisfied. We must 
show that (iii) is also satisfied. 
Let p' be any set of conditions_. Since p c_ Ps, we may as well 
assume that p' c_ Ps also. Thus, p' < ~s. We associate with each 
element (i3,/3r/> o fp '  the first ordinal/a such that (1 - i, %/3, r/> is an 
element of some Pv constructed at stage/a, if such a g exists. Since 
p' < ~a, there is some ~ < ~a greater than all such/a's. But then, 
for some v, ~s" ~ <- v < ~s" (ff + 1), 
(i'r/3ri) e p' ~ either (iq,[3rl> ep0 
or no Px contains ( 1 - i, 7,/3, r/). 
Hence, p0 is compatible with p' and Pv contains no quadruples not 
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already in p0 which conflict with p'. Hence, Pv and p' are com- 
patible. 
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Lemma 25. Let [3 be any ordinal o f  M, let q be a set o f  conditions, 
let ~b(x 1 , ..., x n ) be an unranked formula o f  L, and let uiu, 
1 <_ i <_ n and IZ < ~o be constant erms. There is an extension (o f  
q and a set H o f  sets o f  conditions uch that: 
(i) 1I _< ~t3. 
(ii) I f  q' is an extension o f  ~, and la < ~,  there is some p e E 
compatible with q' such that either p u ( Ib- ~b(u lu, ..., Unu ) 
or p to ~'lk- ~ dg(Ulu .... , un~). 
(iii) p e II =~ p c_ Ft~. 
Proof. In order to simplify our notation, we let ~u be the st:~te- 
ment @(u lu , ..., unu )" 
We first assume that ~a is a regular cardinal and that q c. Aa. We 
will construct an extension ~of q satisfying the conclusion of the 
lemma such that q" c_ a a as well. 
We apply the preceding lemma ~a times to define sets qu and 
H u for # < ~a. At stage ~ < ~a, we construct (by lemma 24) an 
extension q~, of q u ( U q~t and a set I1 u such that: 
\ v<u I 
(i) II u <_ s~. 
(ii) peF l  u ~ p u qu II- ~u orpUqu It- "-~ dP u. 
(iii) If q' is an extension of qu' there is some p e H u compatible 
with q'. 
(iv) p e H~, =~ p ~ Ft~. 
We set~= LI quandF l= U fl u . S incequCA aforeacht t ,  
~ is a set of conditions and ~ c_ Aa. If q' is an extension of t7 and 
/a < ~0, then (iii) above permits us to choose p e H u such that (ii) 
is satisfied for ~(ulu , ..., Unu ) = ~u" 
Now let us drop the assumption that q c_ A e and assume only 
that ~0 is regular. Let ( and H be constructed as above with q n Aa 
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in place of q. Since ~ c_. A~, q u 7:/is a set of conditions. Since an 
extens, ion of q u ~ is also an extension of ~, the conclusion of the 
lemma is satisfied by q u ~ and 11. 
Finally, we prove the lemma for the case that ~ is a singular 
cardinal. Let ~ = supu<t ~,~;au+l , where ~' < ~.  We apply the 
preceding construction to define sets 11 v and qu for each ts < t3', 
such that 
(i) 11 v _< Sau+l and q is an extension o fqu,  then there is some 
p e II u compatible with q' such that p u qu I~ @u or p u qu I~- 
It--~ @u" 
(iii) p e II u ~* p c_ 1-'%+1 
(iv) qu - (q U (vO<u qu)) C- A~u+l" 
By the cardinality restriction on qu implied by (iv) above, the 
union of the qu'S is a set of coaditions. It is now easy to see that 
if= O qu and I I=  IJ II u are the rec:uired sets. 
ja<#' P<O' 
We will now show that the axiom of replacement holds in our 
model N. In the Cohen proof, "bounds" are computed for quanti- 
tiers in certain unranked statements by showing that for any state- 
ment (3x)@(x) there is an ordinal 3' such that for every set of 
conditions p, 
p t~- (3x)@(x) *= p IF- (]xV)cI,(x v) . 
In the present case, we do not know how to compute such a uni- 
form bound, instead, we use the preceding lemma to show that 
any set of conditions can be extended to force the existence of an 
appropriate bound for a set of such statements. 
Lemma 26. Let q be a set of  conditions and let ~(x~, ..., x~ n ) be an 
unranked formula. Then there is an extension i~ of  q and an ordi- 
nal 6 such that 
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) ... ) t  ( 3 y , ..., y )  .=-. 
. . . .  x. ,y6)l . 
Proof. By lemma 25, there is an extension q of q and a set II of 
sets of conditions uch that for any terms u l ,  ..., u n of rank less 
than "/, i fq '  is an extension of 0"and q' II-- (3 y)rb(ul ,  ..., Un,Y)  , 
there is some p e II such that p is compatible with q' and p u q tt- 
I!- (3y)CI,(ul, ..., un,  y ) .  (In tile application of lemma 25, Sa is to 
be chosen so that there are no more than S 0 terms of rank less 
than "r.) 
For each p e II and each u l ,  ..-, un of rank less than % we let 
[3(p, u 1 , ..., u n ) be the least ordinal t3 such that p u q It- 
( : l y )~(u  1 , ..., u n , o) for some term v of rank j3, if such a/3 
exists; otherwise, we iet ~(p,  u 1 , ..., u n)  = 0. By lemma 3, the cor- 
respondence so defined is represented by a class of the model M. 
Hence, by the axiom of replacement in the model M, the collec- 
tion of all such ordinals [3(p, u 1, ..., un ) forms a set in the model 
M. Thus, we can choose an ordinal 6 greater than all of the ordi- 
nals t3(p, u 1, --., un )" 
It is now easy to see that if q' is an extension of ~/which forces 
(3y)cl,(u 1 , ..., u n , y ) ,  then there is a further extension p u q' 
which forces (3y  ~ )q'(u~, ..., un~, y~ ). That q and/ i  have the re- 
quired property follows by a straightforward computation. 
• ~, y )  be an unrankedformula .  Then  Corollary 26.1 Let  Cb(x~ 1 , ..., x n 
there is an ord ina l  6 such that  
(x ] )  ... (x~n)[(3y)Cb(x ~ , . . . ,x~n,y) . - .  
(3y  ..., yS)l 
is t rue in the mode l  N. 
Lemma 27. Let  ¢(x~, ..., x~ n ) be an unranked fo rmula .  Then  there  
is a fo rmula  ' (x 1, "", 'xVn ) wh ich  is both  a ranked and  an unranked 
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formula such that 
(x~)  ... (x ; ) te (x~,  ..., ~ , , ) .= .  ¢ ' (~ ,  ..., ~ ; )1  
is true in N. 
Proof. By induction on the length of the formula ¢'(x~, x ~). 
Basis. Since an atomic formula contains no unranked quanti- 
tiers, we can let ~'(x'{, ..., Xn~) be ¢(x'{, ..., Xn~); except that if 
• (x~, . . . ,X*n) igueS,  we letq~(x  1 , _  "", '~nr~)beuet,  where t is 
subset of S consisting of sets of rank at most p(u). 
Induction. We consider four cases. 
Case 1. Op(x~, ..., x~ n) is "-- xp(x~, ..., xn~). By the induction hy- 
pothesis, 
° t ,,/ (xT) ... (x,~)[,X,(xl, ..., x,~).=- ,I, (x~, ..., x, ,)]  
' ~ x,~). is true in N. Hence, we can let cI,'(x~, ..., xn~) be--- ~I, (Xl, ..., 
,.. "t ) is ~I'(xl ..., x 7 ) v T(x]', -r ). Similar to Case "~ r~(x~, ..., x n , n ..., xn 
case 1. 
-v y). By corollary 26.1, Case 3. eb(x'{, ..., x~n) is (3y)~(x '{ , . . . ,  x n , 
there is an ordinal 5 such that 
(x,~ ) ... (x , , ) [ (3y) , , , (x  I ,  . . . , x , , , y )  .--. 
(-~ya)~i~(x]~, ... XnV ' ya )1 
is true in N. We continue as in case 4, below. 
Case 4. ~(x~,  . . . ,x~ n) is (3ya)9(x~,  ...,X~n,y~). Let ~" = max(3,, 5). 
By the induction hypothesis, there is a formula ~'(x~,  ..., x~, y t )  
containing no unranked variables uch that 
) ... )t ..., 4 , / ) . - .  
,~' (x~ , ..., x~, , / ) l 
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is true in N. It follows that 
~, yti)] (3y  ~)~'(x~, ..., Xn, 
is also true in N. 
Lerama 28. The axiom o f  replacement (axiom C4) holds in N. 
Proof. Let u be a term of rank % and let 2~(x)  be a class t0r which 
ltn(.¢~(x)) holds - i.e., a class which contains at most one pair (yx) 
for any set x. We must show that there is a set of N which contains 
precisely thGse sets y such that for some x e u, Y~(x) contains 
(yx). 
By corollary 26.1, there is an ordinal 8 such that 
(x "r )[(3y)O((yx'~)) . - .  (3 x 6 )O(~y6 x.~ >)l 
holds in N. He,ace, if (yx> e ~tt,(x) for some x e u. then y is denoted 
by a term of rank less than 6. 
By lemma 27, there is a formula ~ ' ( f i ,  x~), where !; = max(% 8), 
such that 
(xr)(yr)[dp((yrx:)) .=. ~'(yr ,  x~')] 
holds in N and such that 4"ty~, xr) contains no unranked variables. 
It follows that 
(x'Y)(y~ )[ cI,(<y8 ='r>) . - .  ,i,,(y6, x-~ )] 
holds in N. Thus, a set y is in the required set if and only if it is 
denoted by some term v of rank less than 8 such that 
( : lx~)[x~ e u .&. ' l"(v, x~)} 
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is true in N. Thus, the required set is 
p~(3x~)(z  8 )[y~ = z ~ .&. y~ e u .&. ~'(y~, x'~)] 
where ~ = max(3,, ~) + 1. 
Before proving the power set axiom, we give two rather easy 
lemmas, whose content is that the construction of the model N 
can be described within that model. We make use of the fact that 
the universe of the model M is a class of the model N. 
Lemma 29. There is a class Q o f  the' model N such that x e Q i f  
and only i f  x is a set o f  conditions compatible with all p(k) in the 
complete sequence used to define N. 
Proof. Let Q be the class: 
2[x e A: .&. (y ) (z ) (z  1)[(O_yzz i) e x .9 . A (y ,  z, Zl)] .&. 
(y) (z ) (z  1 )[ ( l yzz  I ) e x .~ . "~ A(2/, z, z I )l] • 
Lemma 30. There is a class Den of  the model N such that (yx> e 
e Den i f  and only i fx  is a constant erm and y is tl'e set denoted 
by it. (I.e., Den is the class o f  pairs ( yx) such that for  some ranked 
term u denoting y, x is the set 'u' o f  lemma 1.) 
Proof. We note first that the relation 12pg Cu', 'v'), that u e v is 
true in N, can be defined by a normal propositional function1, 
namely: 
(3x) [x  e Q .& .x  ~ u e vl . 
We now define Den' 'u' by transfinite induction on the rank of  the 
term u: 
Den' 'u' = {Den"v' lp(o)  < p(u) .&. ~p~ ('o', 'u')} . 
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Cohen's proof that the power set axiom holds in the extension 
follows the proof in the last chapter of the GSdel monograph, that 
V = L implies the generalized continuum hypothesis. We follow, 
instead, an elegant proof due to R.Solovay which avoids GSdel's 
argument. 
Solovay's proof was to define a function in M taking sets of 
pairs (po), where p is a set of conditions and o is, a constant erm 
of rank < O(u), into constant erms and to show that every subset 
of u was denoted by a term in the range of the function. Since the 
class of such pairs is no longer a set, we modify Solovay~s argu- 
ment using lemma 25. 
Lemma 31. The power set axiom (axiom C3) holds in the model N. 
Proof. Let u be a ct~astant term of rank at most ~.  We will show 
that the collection of all subsets of the set denoted by u is a set in 
N. 
Let s be a set in M of pairs (po> such that p c_ F~ and o i~ a con- 
stant term of rank less than ~o~- We define K's as follows: if there 
is a set of conditions i7 compatible with all p(tC)'s - i.e., ~/CQ - 
and a constant e,m w such that 
( i )  ~ / I~  w c_ u.  
(ii) For every constant erm v of rank less than Na and every ex- 
tension q' of ~/, 
q' It -~'~ oe  w~ (q 'n  F~)u  ~/I~-* o e w.  
( i i i )  :; = {(po)lp e Sc .&.p c_ pa .&.p(o) < ~a .&.P o q I1--* o e w }, 
then K's = Den"  '" w ,  otherwise, K's = O. 
W~: claim that K is a function mapping the set of  set~ s of the 
form described onto the power class of u; as soon as this has 
been shown, it follows by the axiom of replacement (atready 
proved above) that the power class of u is a set. 
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We show first that the class K is indeed a funct ion.  Suppose that 
condi t ions  (i) to (iii) above are satisfied both by w 0 and tT0 and by 
w I and ql  ; we claim that Den'  'w 0' = Den'  'w 1'. Assume that  t - :~ 
is true in N. Then there is some p(k) such that  p(k) IF- v e w o . We 
may assume that p(k) extends both ~/0 and ~/1- By (ii) above, 
(p(k) N Fa) t3 qo II---* O e w 0. Hence,  by the choice of  w 0 and w 1 , 
(p(k) n Fo~ ) u q l  It-* v e w I , so v e w 1 is also true in N. Similarly, 
v e w I implies o e w 0 . 
We must  show that every subset of  u is of  the form K's for some 
set s of  the k ind described. Let w denote  a subset of u, and let q be 
a set of  condi t ions  uch that q IF- w E u. By lemma 25, there is an 
extension q of  q and a set H of  sets of  condi t ions p c__ F a such that 
if ~ c__ q' and O(v) < ~a,  there is some p e II compat ib le with q' for 
which p u ~ forces either v e w or ~ v e w. l fq '  IF-* v e w and 
(q' n ra )  u ~ does not weakly force v e w, then there is an exten- 
sion q" of (q' n Fa)  ~ q which forces --- v e w. Let p be an e lement 
of  H compat ib le  with q" such that either p u ~/II-- v e w or 
p u ~/IG --- v e w. Since p u q" is an extension of  p u ~, we must 
have p u E/II--- ~ o e w. On the other  hand, p is compat ib le  with q'; 
hence, p u ~ It-- v e w, which contradicts  lemma 6. Hence,  if 
s = {(pv)lp e Sc .& .p  C F a .&.,o(v)< ~t .&. 
pU ~/1~* yew} , 
then w = K's. 
Lemma 32. The ordinal numbers o f  N are precisely the sets de- 
noted by the constants ~. 
Proof.  By the axiom of foundat ion,  a set is an ordinal if it is com- 
plete - i.e., if e leme~ts of it are subsets of  it - and if dist inct ele- 
ments  of  it are comparable under  the e-relation ' .  It is clear from 
the def in i t ion of forcing that the constants a_ denote  ordinals. 
I See the G6del monograph, p. 22. 
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Now, suppose that there is an ordinal ~" of N not denoted by 
such a constant. If ~" is less than some ~, then ~" = ~ for some/3 < ~. 
Thus ~' is greater than all a__, so a_. e ~" for all ordinals a of M. Let ~" 
be denoted by an abstraction term of rank ~/. Then % e ~', which is 
impossible by the definitioti of  forcing and lemmas 13 and 17. 
Corollary 32.1. The ordinals of  N are precisely the ordinals of  M; 
in particular, if M is a well-founded model, then so is IV. 
Corollary 32.2. The sets of  M are well-ordered by a class in the 
model N. 
Proof. Since axiom E holds in M, there is a one-to-one function 
which maps the universe of M onto the ordinals of M; by the 
!emma, the same function maps the universe of iv/onto the ordi- 
nals of N. 
Lemma 33. Axiom E (the class form of the axiom of choice) holds 
in N. 
Proof. By corollary 32.2, the sets of M are well-ordered in the ex- 
tension. Hence, we can define a function C such that C'x is the 
first set y of M (in some chosen well-ordering) for which x = Den 'y  
The function C is a one-to-one mapping of the universe into a 
well-ordered class; hence, a well-ordering of the universe of M io- 
duces a well-ordering of the universe of N. 
This completes the proof that the model N is a model of ~ ,  in 
which M is embedded as a complete submodel. 
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Now that the model N has been constructed and shown to be a 
model of Z , ,  we must show that the cardinal numbers of N have 
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the properties required by theorem 1. We must first know exactly 
what the cardinals are; following Cohen, we prove that they are 
precisely the cardinals of the model M. 
Cohen proves that cardinals are absolute by showing that if a 
constant erm denotes a function from ordinals to ordinals, then 
its value at any point must lie in a certain set of the model M of 
cardinality N o. Thus, if two ordinals are ef  the same cardinality in 
N, they must also be of the same cardinality in M. 
Our proof is based on Cohen's. The construction, already given 
in lemma 24 consists of applying Cohen's construction to sets of 
conditions p c: pot while simultaneously extending sets of condi- 
tions q c_ Aot. The result is that the value of a func+:ion on Not is in 
a set of M of cardinality Not, where the latter set is determined by 
the extension q c_ Ae. 
Since no extra effort is involved, we prove a strop,get result, that 
the concept of cofinality is absolute in the extension. The function 
Cf  is defined as follows: Cf'~ is the smallest cardinal N~ such that 
/3 is the union of S+ smaller ordinals. 
Lemma 34. I f  Sa is o f  cofinal ity greta :r than Sa i,~+ the model  M, 
then the same holds in the extensio+ N ~ . Thus, C f  A, = C f  M . 
Proof. Suppose not. Then there is a constant erm u which denotes 
a function mapping Not into N 0 such that ~im~< Not u'3` = N 0. By 
lemma 25, if q is any set of conditions, there is an extension q of q 
- -  F 
and a set II,, II = Not, such that if t7 c__ q and 3, < S a, then there is 
some p e II compatible with ff which forces either 
(3xN~)[<xS~, 3`) e u] or ~ (-'lxS~)[<xS~, 3` > e u].  Since p(0), p(1), ..., 
is complete, some p(k~ is obtained in this manner. For each p e II 
and 3' < Not, we let 6(p,  3") be the least ordinal r /< N o such that 
p u p~g) It-- (w, 3` > e u for some term w of rank r/, if such an ordinal 
exists; otherwise, welet  8(p,  3`) = O. 
I Until we have shown that cardinals are absolute, "Sot" will denote that ordinal which 
is the ot'th cardinal of the model M. 
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The ordinals 6(p, 7) 13rm a subset of N 0 of cardinality No: in the 
model M. Since Cf~t'N 0> N a, there is an ordinal 5 < N 0 greater 
than all 8(p, 7)'s. Clearly, for each 3' < Na, u'3" < ~i in N. 
Corollary 34.1. Cardinals are absolute in the extension f rom M to 
N. 
Proof. Clearly, cardinals of N are also cardinals of M. If Sol is not a 
cardinal of N, then there is a one-to-one function in N mapping N a 
onto S 0 for some fl < ~. It follows that Cf]v NO+ 1 <- NO, which con- 
tradicts the preceding lemma. 
We will now show that 2 ~a = Na, a in the model N. It wil!l turn 
out that if Na is a singular cardinal, then 2 Ba will be the smallest 
cardinal allowed by Kbnig's theorem. Thus, in case N a is not a 
regular cardinal, we assume that ~ a'a is the smallest cardinal not 
cofinal with N a which is >_ t,la, ~ for all/3 < a. The proof below will 
show that 2 Na = N6, ~ in N for all cardinals Sa. 
The calculation of 2 ~0 given in the Cohen paper makes use of 
the same argument of G~Sdel that was used to prove the power set 
axiom. We give, instead, a proof based on Solovay's proof of the 
power ,~et axiom; the details of this proof are much simpler, since 
one does not need to construct inner models with the model N. 
Lemma 35. Let u denote a subset o f  N a in N. Then there is some 






of  conditions such that: 
p e II *=~ p C_ P~. 
p(k) I~ u c_ Na. 
I f  q'is an extension o f  p (k) and 7 < ~a, there is some p e II 
compatible with q' such that either p u p(k) IF- ~ e u or 
p u p' I~- ~ ~e u. 
Proof. Let q be any set of conditions uch that q I~- u c_ N a. By 
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lemma 25, there is an extension ~ of q and a set 11 of sets of con- 
ditions such that (i) to (iv) above are satisfied with p(t0 replaced 
by q. Since any set of conditions can be extended in this way, 
some p(e) can be so obtained. 
Lemma 36.. 2 b~a = ~6'a in the model N. 
Proof. We first show that 2 ~a _> ~6'a. For regular cardinals ~a, 
this is clear: since the sets a n , r /< ~6'a are distinct subsets of ~a. 
(Any set of conditions can be ez-tended to force 3" e a~ and 
--, 3,' e a~, provided ~ 4= 7/.) For singular cardinals ~a, t~a'a is the 
first cardinal greater than or equal to ~,a  for all/5 < a which is 
not confinal with ~.  Clearly, 2 ~a >_ 2~t~)_ " Na't~ for all ~ < a. By 
Kbnig's theorem, Cf'2 ~a > ~a; hence, 2 ~a >_ ~6'a.  
We must show that 2 ~a _< ~6'a. Let ~ be the set (in M) of all 
pairs (lI, s) such that 
(i) II is a set of sets of conditions. 
(ii) p e II =~ p c_ p a. 
(iii) 1I .<_ ~a. 
(iv) s '~ 11 × ~a and s is a set of M. 
We first show ~ that ~ = ~6'a. It is clear that Pa -< ~a" ~a" ~o'a = 
hence, there are only ~a,~ a sets II. Since Cf'~6, a > ~ a 'ot ; F;o¢ ,
~6"a~a = ~6"a. For each set H, there are at =m°st 2~a" ~a = ~a+l 
subsets o f I I  X ~a in ~:he model M. Hence:, Z _< ~6,a .~a = ~G'a; 
it is easy to see that, in fact, equality holds. 
Thus, to cemplete the proof of the leJ lma, we must exhibit a 
fianction in N which maps the set £ onto the power set of ~c~. If 
<II, s) e 22, we set K'<II, s) = y if for som~ constant term w and 
some set of conditions ?/, 
(i) qe  O = 
(ii) If ~ C_C_ q' and 3' < ~a, there is some p e II compatible with q' 
which forces either 3~ e w or "-- 3' e w. 
I All calculations take place in M. 
2 The class Q was defined in lemma 29. 
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(iii) s = {(p3">e HX ~a lpu  0 il-- 3"e w}.  
(iv) y = Den'  'w'. 
If no such w and E/exist, we set K'(1-I, s> = 0. 
We must show that the funct ion K is well def ined and that its 
range includes all subsets o f  ~a. Suppose that condit ions (i) to (iv) 
are satisfied both by w o and q0 and by w 1 and q l  ; we claim that 
Den'  'w o' and Den' 'w l '  are equal. Let p(/) be a set of  condi t ions in 
the complete sequence used to def ine N which extends both Y/o 
and ~'] and which forces 3' e w o. If q: is an extension o fp ( i )  which 
forces --, 3' e w] ,  we choose p e II compatible with q' such thai: 
p u qo forces either 3' e w 0 or "-" 3' e w o. Since p u ~ c_ p u p(/), 
we must have p u q'o IF- 3' e w 0. But then, (p3"> e s, so p u E/1 tF- 
3' e w I . Hence, since p u El! c_ p u q', p u q' forces both 2 e w 1 
and ~ 3' e w I , contrary to lemma 6. Therefore, p(/) !F-* ~_ e w]. 
'- similarly, 3" e Den 'w] '  =~ Hence, 3' e Den' 'w 0' = 3' e Den' 'w I ,
9 9. 3' e Den' w o . Therefore,  Den' 'w o' = Den' ~w 1 , and K is a well- 
def ined function. 
Lemma 35 states tha~ for any term u denot ing a subset of ~t~, 
there is a set II and a set of  condit ions pig) such that H < ~ and 
p e H = p C For and p(k) satisfies (i) to (iii) above (with ~ replaced 
b:/ptk)).  We set s = {(p3") e II X ~a lp  u ptk) IF- ~ e u } ; it is c~ear 
that Den' 'u' = K (H, sL 
The proof  of  theorem l is now complete.  
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